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ABSTRACT
Bidirectional ellipsometry results are presented for scatter from Si02 films grown on photolithographically produced microrough silicon surfaces. The principle direction of the polarization and
the degree of linear polarization for scatter directions out of the plane of incidence are compared
to results of theoretical modeling for interfacial microroughness in the presence of dielectric layers.
The results indicate that light scattered from these surfaces does not behave like that from two truly
random rough correlated interfaces. Possible reasons for the lack of agreement between the model
and the data are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Light scattering is often employed to detect roughness, defects, and contaminants on nominally smooth
surfaces. The angular distribution ofthe intensity, quantified by the bidirectional reflectance distribution function
( BRDF) , can be an indication of the source of the scatter, but is often ambiguous. Recent measurements have
demonstrated that the polarization of scattered light is strongly dependent upon the nature of its source. When

light is directed onto a surface at an oblique angle with the electric field linearly polarized in the plane of
incidence, light scattered into directions away from the specular direction has a polarization which is a signature

of the scattering mechanism.'3
The measurement of the polarization of light scattering from rough interfaces is also interesting from the
standpoint of the capability of increasing the detection sensitivity to defects in the presence of small amounts of
roughness. It was found in previous work that light scattered by microroughness has a high degree of polarization
in all scattering directions. This finding enables one to develop microroughness-blind instrumentation simply
by placing polarizers into the detection scheme, aligned to only allow light to be detected that is polarized
orthogonal to that which would arise from microroughness.4 If the material under test has dielectric layers, then
the polarization of the topographically-induced scatter will change. However, the light from rough interfaces
should still remain polarized if the dielectric layers are correlated, and will only exhibit randomness in the
polarization (depolarization) if the interfaces are not correlated. Knowledge of the polarization characteristics of
light scattering from dielectric layers will enable manufacturers to optimize the design of their defect detection
instruments for inspecting materials with dielectric layers. For example, learning about the angular dependence
of the depolarization will allow them to avoid using microroughness-blind detection schemes in directions where
a large degree of depolarization is expected.
In a previous paper, one of the authors presented models for polarized light scattering from roughness and
defects in the presence of dielectric layers.5 These models demonstrated the feasibility of using polarized light
scattering to distinguish between microroughness and defects in a single layer, and to determine the degree of
correlation between the two rough interfaces. In this paper, we present experimental results to test the model
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Figure 1 The sample coordinate system.
for light scattering from rough interfaces in a layered system. While the model fails to reproduce the data, some
of the key aspects of the model are reproduced. The use of a pseudorandom two-level interface, however, does
not constitute a sufficiently random rough interface for a model that does not include the effects of multiple
scattering.
In Sec. 2, we will review the theoretical treatment for scattering from interfacial roughness. In Sec. 3, we will
describe the experimental procedure employed for these measurements. In Sec. 4, we will present and discuss the
results. Finally, the results will be summarized in Sec. 5.

2. THEORY
Figure 1 shows the measurement geometry used for this study. Plane wave polarized light of wavelength A

irradiates the surface at an incident angle of 9 in the plane defined by and . We are interested in calculating
the Jones or Mueller matrix for scattering into a direction defined by a polar angle O and an out-of-plane angle
c5s. Unit vectors k1 and k8 describe the directions of propagation of the incident and scattered light, respectively.
The polarization of the incident field is described by the components of the electric field along the and f
directions, where is a unit vector perpendicular to both k1 and , and
k1
Likewise, the polarization
of the scattered field in a particular direction is described by the components of the electric field along the
and f unit vectors, defined in an analogous manner as , f,, and k1. We say that incident light is p-polarized
(s-polarized) when it is linearly polarized with its electric field in the j (&) direction.

j= x.

The scattering Jones matrix J is defined as the relationship between the incident and scattered fields:

\ — exp(i/cR) (jpp sp \ ( zinc \ '
(t E;t
\ jscat Jj — D1 3i't 238/I \t i;'inc
S II

(1)

S

where R is the distance from the scatterer to the detector, and Ic = 2ir/A. The matrix J can also be represented

in its Mueller matrix form, M = M(J), where the operator M is given by numerous texts.6'7

In this paper, we are concerned with the polarization oflight scattered by a sample illustrated in Fig. 2. Elson
described the solution to the first-order vector perturbation theory for scattering from interfacial microroughness

in a dielectric stack.8'2 Germer outlined the technique for converting this solution to a Mueller matrix for a
given correlation between the different layers.5
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Figure 2 A diagram illustrating the characteristics of the samples studied. The vertical scale is not
the same as the horizontal scale. The circular pits are pseudorandomly distributed about the wafer.
The diameters of the lower pits may be different than their counterparts by d.

One of the powerful findings of the single interface studies was that the scattering matrix was a product of
the power spectral density (PSD) function of the surface height and a polarization matrix, the latter depending
only upon the incident direction, scattering direction, and the optical constants of the substrate.3 Elson's theory
leads to a similar result when two interfaces exist. The polarization matrix is then a function of the additional
parameters of the optical constants of the overlayer, the thickness of the overlayer, the degree of correlation
between the interfaces, and the relative amplitudes of the interfacial roughness.

The amplitude of the scattered field is proportional the Fourier transform LZ(k) of the roughness of the
n-th interface, given by

Z(A1 — ) = (1/A)"2 d2r z(r)
/1

exp[i(A, — La,) . rJ,

(2)

where 4Z (r) is the surface height function of the n-th layer about its mean value, and theintegration is carried

are the projections of k1 and k8 onto the xy plane,
out over the irradiated area A. The vectors
and
respectively, and are related to the scattering directions by

(k1 — k8,) = Ic(sin O cos c5 — sin O)
(Icivy —

= k(sin O, sin çb),

(3)

where
denotes the a component of a vector. The Fourier transform of a cylindrical pit having depth a and
diameter d is given by
EZ(k) = (1/A)1/2(irad/k)Ji (IkId/2) ,
(4)

where Ji(x) is a first-order Bessel function. If the two interfaces are identical, then i2Z1(k) = zZ2(k), and
(k). In that case, the correlation coefficient is unity and the
the polarization does not depend upon the
amplitudes of the two power spectra are the same. Note that there is no phase uncertainty in Eq. (4); the phases
associated with different spatial frequencies are not random. If the bottom interface has pits of diameter d + iXd,
due to undercutting from the isotropic growth of the layer (see Fig. 2), then the ratio of the Fourier transforms
is given by
(5)
Z2(k)/zZ1 (k) = [d/(d + zd)]Ji(IkId/2)/Ji[Ikl(d + zd)/2}.
Again, the absolute phase relationship is maintained, but the relative amplitude from each interface varies with
spatial frequency.

In this paper, we are only concerned with the scattering from the two interfaces surrounding an Si02 layer
on silicon. The modeling results shown in this paper assume that the index of refraction of the oxide is 1.46 at
all the wavelengths studied.'3 The complex indices of refraction of silicon are assumed to be 3.882 + O.019i at
633 nm, 4.050 + 0.050i at 532 nm, and 4.753 + 0.163i at 442 nm.13
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Figure 3 A schematic of the intensity distribution measured by a rotating linear polarization
sensitive detector, defining the bidirectional ellipsometry parameters, ij(P) and pP)
frnin)/(frnax +

f).

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The Goniometric Optical Scatter Instrument (GOSI) , which was used to perform the measurements described
in this paper, is described elsewhere.'4"5 Briefly, laser light of wavelength ) () = 633 rim, 532 nm, or 442 nm)
is incident onto a sample at an angle 9 , and light scattered into the direction defined by the angles {9 , b}
is collected. The polarization state of the incident light is selected with a fixed linear polarizer followed by

a rotating )/2 linear retarder. The polarization state of the scattered light is analyzed with a rotating )t/2
linear retarder followed by a fixed linear polarizer. Although a bidirectional ellipsometric measurement can be
carried out by fixing the incident light polarization while rotating the detection polarization optics, all of the
measurements described in this paper were made by measuring the 3 x 3 non-handed Mueller matrix using a
(w, 4w) scheme,16 whereby the receiving retarder is rotated at four times the rate of the incident light retarder.
The signal is measured at 16 evenly spaced intervals, and the 9 elements of the 3 x 3 non-handed Mueller matrix
are determined from the Fourier transform of those signals.

Figure 3 illustrates the definition of the bidirectional ellipsometry parameters. The angle ij() is the angle
that the principle axis of the polarization ellipse makes with respect to the direction when p-polarized light is
incident on the sample, and the degree of linear polarization P is given by

D(P)_If
f•\/4rf
L —JmxJrmn)/'JmaxYJmin

(6)

These parameters are easily derived from the non-handed Mueller matrix.2 For linearly polarized light, P
and for unpolarized light or circularly polarized light, p9)) o.
For all of the measurements reported in this paper, the incident angle 9 and the scattering angle 9, were held
fixed, while the azimuthal scattering angle q5 was varied so that the polarization of scattered light into a cone
was mapped out, and all but the extremes of the domain correspond to scattering out of the plane of incidence.
When O = 9, the magnitude of the spatial frequency of the roughness accessed by the measurement can be found
from Eq. (3) to be given by 1k! = 2sin(9)sin(q8/2)/A.

The polarization properties of the scattered light from two samples were measured in this study. Both
samples were microfabricated silicon microroughness standards with a pseudorandom distribution of two circular
pits having nominal diameters of 1.31 m and 1.76 im and depths of approximately 8 nm, with one pit of each
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Figure 4 Bidirectional ellipsometry parameters, p) and ij(P), for the 52 nm oxide sample as functions of azimuthal scattering angle, q, for scattering angle O = 300 , 450 , and 6O The wavelength
was A 633 urn, and the incident angle was O = 600 • The symbols represent the measured data,
and the curves represent the theoretical model for the case of correlated roughness.
diameter for every square on a 5 m x 5 pm grid.17 On each sample, an oxide layer was thermally grown, with
thicknesses of 9.2 urn and 52 urn, respectively, as determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry on witness smooth
samples. The roughnesses of the two interfaces on each sample are expected to be coherent, at least for long
surface wavelengths (small k). A side view schematic of the sample is shown in Fig. 2.
The random measurement uncertainties associated with i(P) and pP) are estimated by Monte Carlo sampling
over a Gaussian distribution about each measured mean value in the (w, 4w) scheme with a width given by the
respective measured standard deviation. The uncertainties shown with the data represent the standard deviation
of the resulting distributions for i(P) and P . Other systematic sources of uncertainty may exist but are not
expected to exceed 2° and 0.05 for r(P) and pP) respectively, for most of the range of data. For q5 near 115° , an
artifact exists which can be attributed to scatter of the specular beam off the wall of the laboratory interfering
with the small amount of scatter from the sample.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Non-handed Mueller matrix measurements were carried out on the two samples for Oj = 300 , 450 , and 600,

for O = 300 450 , and 600 and for A = 633 nm, 532 nm, and 442 nm. A further set of measurements was carried
out in the Oj = 9s = 600 geometry at nine different locations on the wafer. In order to substantially reduce the
amount of data shown, we display only the bidirectional ellipsometry parameters for p-polarized incident light.
Figure 4 shows these parameters for Oj = 600 and ) = 633 nm for the sample with a 52 nm thick overlayer.
The predictions of the model for correlated roughness are shown as curves in Figure 4. The model predicts a

dip in PJ near = 200. The existence, the magnitude, and the location of this dip are relatively well predicted
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Figure 5 Bidirectional ellipsometry parameters,

and ij(P), as functions of azimuthal scattering

angle, cs, for the 9.2 nm oxide sample and for ) = 633 nm, 532 um, and 442 nm. The angles
ei = o = 600 The symbols represent the measured data, and the curves represent the theoretical
model in the two limiting cases of correlated (solid) and uncorrelated (dashed) roughness.
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Figure 6 Same as Fig. 5, except for the 52 nm oxide sample.
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by the model at 633 rim. That the theory predicts P < i indicates that the scattered light has a degree of
elliptical polarization. The agreement between theory and experiment for (P) j fine for q5 < 15° , but becomes
poorer beyond this angle.
Figures 5 and 6 summarize the results of the bidirectional ellipsometry parameters for the two samples and

the three wavelengths for the 9 = O = 600 geometry. Shown in the figures are the predictions of the model
for both correlated and uncorrelated roughness. The correlated roughness model and the data, as was shown
in Fig. 4, agrees reasonably well at 633 nm for p9)) . However, the agreement becomes progressively worse as
the wavelength is decreased. The theory predicts that the magnitude of the dip in p9)) near 200 should remain
nearly constant in amplitude. The data, however, shows a marked increase in the size of this dip. Similarly, the
agreement between theory and experiment for i(P) becomes poorer as the wavelength is decreased.

The model parameters (indices of refraction, film thickness, correlation coefficient, relative roughness amplitude, and relative phase) were varied in an attempt to improve the agreement between theory and experiment.
However, no set of parameters could be found that would fit the data in a consistent manner. It was possible to
adjust the parameters in order to fit the data at one wavelength. However, these parameters were non-physical
and did not agree with those determined at other wavelengths.

By comparing the second-order diffraction intensity to the first-order diffraction intensity for a sinusoidal
surface, Vorburger et al. estimated that for rms surface roughuesses less than \/2O, first order vector perturbation theory should model the scattering properties well.'8 The samples studied here have a rms roughness of
approximately 1.9 nm over the bandwidth 0.05 im1 to 12.6 pm1 (determined by atomic force microscopy),
which would be well within this limit. In fact, for scattering from a similarly-produced single interface, without
the presence of the overlayer, the polarization indeed follows the predictions of the theory very well.2 However,
locally, the roughness is much larger than that indicated by the rms roughness. The actual peak-to-peak size
of the roughness is approximately 8 nm, a value which is much closer to the prescribed limits of the model for
A = 442 nm (A/20 = 22 nm). Although in the far field it is difficult to separate scattering which occurs from
plateaus from that which occurs from edges (since without one, there cannot exist the other) , in the near field,
the fields are mostly distorted from plane waves in the vicinity of the edges. With the overlayer, each edge lies
in close proximity to another edge as well as to the image of itself in the other interface. Therefore, one would
expect a much higher degree of interaction between the edges than that predicted by first order perturbation
theory. That one expects this breakdown in the model to occur at shorter wavelengths is consistent with the
data.
To test these conclusions, bidirectional ellipsometry measurements from oxide films grown on silicon having
significantly shallower pits can be made. In this case, the scattering would be expected to be substantially smaller,
reducing the effects of edge-edge interactions or multiple scattering. Results from such measurements, together
with modeling of edge-edge interactions, will be presented in the future.

The effects of undercutting are illustrated with model calculations in Fig. 7. In these calculations, two pits,
of nominal diameters d1 = 1.31 m and d2 = 1.76 pm, are assumed to be undercut by 5 nm after growth of
a 52 nm film. The two different sized pits are uncorrelated with respect to each other, so that their respective
signals are added as Mueller matrices. One observes deviations from that expected for the non-undercut pits near
cb = 5o0 and q = 75° for 442 nm. These deviations can be observed in the 442 nm i(P) data in Fig. 6 near these
same angles. It is not expected that multiple scattering would strongly affect the location of these features, since
they are determined by conservation of momentum considerations. Multiple scattering may, however, modify
their amplitudes or widths. Since the rest of the data is rather poorly fit by the model, we will not attempt to
extract quantitative information from these features. However, the technique of polarized light scattering may
prove to be useful for evaluating such dimensional changes upon film growth once the models are improved.

Although we did not measure the circular components of the polarization, the relative lack of positional
the scattered light
dependence to p9)) suggests that, at least for the small scattering angles near the dip in
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Figure 7 Calculated effect of undercutting on the bidirectional ellipsometry parameters,
?1(p) , for the 52 nm oxide sample as functions of azimuthal scattering angle, , for ) = 442 urn and
oi = o = 600 . The solid curve shows the effect of a radius reduction of 5 urn on the lower interface.
The dashed curve shows the calculation without undercutting. Both surfaces are assumed to be
otherwise correlated.

is still highly polarized. This behavior is required in order to fully exploit the ability to make a microroughnessblind scattering instrument. Indeed, if that is the case, then one can make a microroughness-blind instrument
which will not "see" the scatter from the rough interfaces on these samples. However, since the samples do not
behave like real pairs of random rough interfaces, such samples would not be particularly useful for the alignment
of such an instrument, since the properties of a natural surface is expected to scatter differently.
The development of an artifact standard that behaves like a true rough surface with a dielectric layer would
allow instruments to calibrate their sensitivity to roughness in the presence of dielectric layers. The photolithographically generated microrough surface without the dielectric layer was shown in previous measurements2'3 to
behave very much like a random rough surface, in that the polarization of the light scattered replicated that of a
true random rough surface. If an artifact were intended to mimic natural roughness with a dielectric layer, it must
also reproduce the polarization behavior as well as the intensity. Since the scattering from these samples does not
replicate the scatter from a truly random rough surface with a correlated dielectric layer, then the application of
these samples as reference scatterers is at risk.

5. SUMMARY
Measurements were made of the polarization of light scattered by 9.2 nm and 52 nm films grown on photo—

lithographically produced microrough silicon. First order vector perturbation theory failed to reproduce the
experimental results. The lack of agreement is attributed to the breakdown of the model, which ignores interactions between features on two different interfaces. These interactions are expected to be much stronger on the
artificially produced rough interfaces compared to those for naturally rough interfaces.
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